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Abstract. Data from the Voyager plasma science outward moving channels are not determined by their
instrumentis used to set limits on transportmodels for the
inner Jovian magnetosphere. The instrument has an
effective time resolutionfor detectingchangesin densityof
0.24 s, which correspondsto a spatialresolutionof about20

theory. An alternate transportmechanismdevelopedby

Vasyliunas[1978] and Hill et al. [1981] transports
plasma

km (equalto the gyroradiusof an oxygenion) in the region
just outside of Io. This resolutionenables us to put an
upper limit of about 10% on changesin density between
adjacent magnetic flux tubes, which rules out transport

by means of a large scale corotatingconvectionsystem,
with plasmaflowingoutwardsin one longitudinalsectorand
inwards elsewhere.Pontiuset al. [1986] proposedanother
transportmechanismin which full flux tubesmove outward
and less dense flux tubes move inward. (This is similar to

an earlier model of Mendis and Axford [1974].) They

modelswhichinvokeinwardmotionof nearemptyflux interpret the observedradial decreasein flux tube content
tubesto replaceoutward-movingflux tubescarryingIogenic
plasma.

[Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981] as due to an increasein the
percentageof less dense flux tubes with increasingradial
distance. Other transportmechanismshave been proposed
Introduction
by Abe and Nishida [1986] and by McNutt et al.
(unpublishedmanuscript, 1986). The former propose that
As soon as ground based observersdiscovered the Io
scattering at a frequency comparable to the ion
torus [Brown, 1974; Mekler et al., 1974; Trafton, 1975;
gyrofrequencyleads to diffusionacrossthe magneticfield,
Kupo et al., 1976] modelsgoverningplasmatransportwere unloadingthe Iogenic plasmafrom the magnetosphere
at a
produced. The first models[Siscoeand Chen, 1977; Siscoe, steadyrate. McNutt et al. (unpublishedmanuscript,1986)
1978] assumedsteady state conditions and transport via
suggestthat plasma transportin the Jovian magnetosphere
atmospherically
drivendiffusion[Brice and McDonough, may be drivenby ballooning-type
instabilities.
1973; Coroniti, 1974] and predicteddensity maxima well
The Voyager Plasma Science(PLS) instrumentsamples
insideIo's orbit. Voyager1 passedthroughthe torusin plasma propertieswith a time resolutionas low as 0.24
1979, revealingthat the actualdensityprofile peaksnear Io
seconds.In this paperwe discusslimits which this data set
and dropsoff very rapidly insideof Io and more gradually imposes on interchange models in the Jovian
outsideof Io [Bridge et al., 1979; Bagenal and Sullivan, magnetosphere.

1981]. Time dependent
modelswere proposedto explain
these features [Richardsonet al., 1980], but were discarded

as Voyager and ground based spectroscopyindicatedthat
the general structureof the toms is long-lived [Trauger,

Instrument and Resolution

The

PLS

instrument

has

been

discussed

in

detail

1984]. Attemptsto model the large gradientsin both
elsewhere[Bridge et al., 1977] and only a brief summaryof
temperatureand densityinsideof Io usingdiffusionmodels
points relevant to this paper is given here. The instrument
have encountered
problems[Richardsonand Siscoe,1983],
although charge exchange processesinvolving SO2 may
resolve these difficulties [Moreno and Barbosa, 1986].
Transport outward from Io is much faster than transport

consistsof four modulated-gridFaradaycups. All four cups
measure ion currents in the energy-per-chargerange 10 5950

V.

One sensor also measures electron current in the

sameenergyrange. The instrumentcoversthis energy-percharge range by stepping through a set of contiguous
driven transportprocessesoutsideof Io [Richardsonet al.,
voltage "windows", or channels, whose widths increase
1980; Siscoe and Summers, 1981]. The theory of
roughly linearly with voltage. Two ion measurementmodes
centrifugally driven interchange diffusion has been
are used; the low resolution (L) mode has 16 voltage
developed by Summers and Siscoe [1985, 1986]; their
channelswith an energy-per-charge
resolutionof 29%, the
theory predictsthat the unstableinterchangemode consists
high resolution(M) mode uses128 voltagechannelswith an
of alternatingspiral channelsof inward and outward flow,
energy-per-charge
resolutionof 3.6%. The measurement
driven by the sharp density gradientat Io associatedwith
time for each voltage channel at Jupiter is 0.24 s (0.21 s
the plasmaribb.onobservedby Trauger[1984]. The sizeof
integrationtime, plus 0.03 s to changethe voltagelevels),
these channelsand the density and temperaturevariations so it takes 3.84 and 30.72 s to obtain completeL and Mexpectedas the Voyager spacecraftpassesfrom inward to
mode spectra, respectively. One set of L-mode spectra
(measured simultaneouslyin all four Faraday cups) is
Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union.
obtained every 96 s. One set of M-mode spectrais also
measuredevery 96 s; however,only currentsfrom 72 of the
Paper number 6L6406.
0094-8276 / 87/006L-6406503.00
128 M-mode channels are transmitted during each
inward, which is attributedto the onset of centrifugally
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increasingresultsin discontinuities
in somespectra. There
are bumps and wiggles in many of the spectra,but the
spectraoverallare fairly smooth,especiallyat highenergies.
Three spectrahave been pulled out to the side so that
variationscan be quantified. The upperspectrumfrom L =
7.3 exhibits variations from channel to channel of less than

ENERGY/CHARGE

(volts)

10%. Thus 10% is an upperlimit on the variabilitywithin
the spectrum due to temporal density changes (time
aliasing). The middlespectrumat L = 7.9 hasseveralpeaks
at low energiesbut only smallvariationsat higherenergies.
The peaksmay be due to a cold ion componentunderlying
the hot ions; this cold componentis often present near
current sheet crossings[McNutt et al., 1981]. The bottom
spectrumat L = 8.5, just outsidethe ramp and away from
the magnetic equator, is again smooth with current
variations of less than 10% from channel to channel.
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Implicationsfor 'fransportModels

Fig. 1. A logarithmicplot of the ion currentsin the side sensor of the PLS instrumentas a functionof energy measured
by Voyager 1 inbound on day 64, 1979 between 0530 and
0703 SCET. Three spectraare plottedto the side to showthe
magnitudesof the currents.

measurementcycle, so a completeset of M-mode spectrais
receivedon the groundevery 192 s.
The instrumentresolutionthus varies dependingon the
parameter considered. Determination of most plasma
parametersrequiresa full set of energy-per-charge
spectra.
Velocity, number density, composition,and temperature
determinations

have effective

resolutions of 96 s for L mode

spectra and 192 s for M mode spectra. Changesin the
density can, however, be resolved on much smaller time
scales. Since changesin density result in changesin the
currentin each voltagechannel,the effective resolutionfor
detectingdensity variationsis the step time of the voltage
increments,0.24 s. We quantify the magnitudeof changes
which can be discerned in the next section.

There are two transportmodelswe wish to discuss- those
of Summers and Siscoe [1985] and Pontius et al. [1986].
Pontius et al. [1986] have proposed that the Jovian
magnetosphereoutside of Io containstwo types of flux

tubes, full flux tubes containingoutward-movingIogenic
plasma, and empty (or less full) flux tubes which move
inwards to compensate. Outside the source the full flux
tubesbecomedetacheddue to an instabilityanalogousto the
Raleigh-Taylor gravitationalinstability and move outwards
independentlyof each other. Summersand Siscoe [1985]
derive the fundamentalwave modespresentin the Io torus.
They find that the only unstablewave mode is the inertial
interchange mode which consists of alternating spiral
channels of inward and outward flow.

Both of these models are based on the equations
governingcorotatingconvectionwhich were formulatedby
Chen [ 1977] and Hill et al. [1981], the differencebeing in
the shapeof the flux tubesused. A basicpremiseof this set
of equations is that the density per magnetic flux is
conserved in the absence of local sources and losses. Thus

Observations

the only way to decreasethe longitudinallyaveragedflux
tube contentin thesemodelsis to increasethe percentageof
The M-mode spectrain the side looking (D) sensor, empty flux tubes. The observedflux tube contentdecreases
which is least affected by interference from other by a factor of 4 between L = 6 and 9 (Bagenal and
instrumentson board the spacecraft,is shownin Figure 1.
Sullivan, 1981). This impliesthat the densityratio between
This figure includes data obtained on March 5, 1979
inward and outward moving flux tubes or channels(used
between0530 and 0703 SCET (spacecrafteventtime). This
interchangeablyfrom here on in) must be at least a factor of
4 to satisfythesemodels. The actualsize of the flux tubes
time period corresponds
to dipoleL shellsfrom L = 9 - 7.
Within this period is the sharpdrop in flux shell density is not determinedby the models. Pontiuset al. [1986] have
which has been labeled the "ramp" [Siscoe et al., 1981].
suggestedthat theseflux tubesare too small to be resolved
Interchangediffusion is presumedto occur everywhere by the PLS instrument. We show that this is not the case,
outsidethe peak in flux shell density[Summersand Siscoe, and that density fluctuationsof greater than 10% are not
1981], which is locatedjust insideIo's orbit [Bagenaland presenton scalessmallerthan severalJovianradii.
The gyroradiusof an ion with a massto chargeratio of
Sullivan, 1981]. Pontiuset al. [1986] hypothesizethat the
ramp region is where full flux tubes becomedetachedand
16 (the most prevalention) at L = 8 is about 20 km. Thus
a flux tube must be several times this large to be a
move outwardsindependentof each other. Thus Figure 1
containsthe appropriatespectrafor comparisonwith these meaningful entity. The spacecraft speed relative to the
theories.
convectingplasma is about 80 km/s; the 0.24 s spacing
The spectraplotted cover the full 10 - 5950 eV energy between voltage channels therefore gives the PLS
instrument an effective spatial resolution of 20 km for
range, with 192 s separating adjacent spectra. Each
'spectrum
containsthe first 72 channelsfrom 1 measurement detectingdensityvariationssuchas thoseexpectedif empty
cycle and the last 56 from the previouscycle. This splicing flux tubesare present. This is comparableto the size of a
togetherof spectrain a region where densitiesare rapidly flux tube, so empty flux tubeswould be easily detectableif
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Figure 2 shows a plot of ion charge density and the
percentagechange in density from the previous spectrum
plotted versusdipole L shell. The chargedensitiesshown

10

are derived from a moment calculation (see McNutt et al.

[1981] for details)which assumesrigid corotation. Thus the
absolutevaluesfor the densitymay be off by 20 - 30%, but
the relative density change from spectrum to spectrum

shouldbe accurate.The densityrisesfrom 10 cm-3 at L =
11 up to 2,000cm-3 at L = 6. The percentage
changeis
always less than 21%; the averagechange per spectrumis
+2.2%, with a standarddeviation of 5.5%. It is clear that if

10a

inward and outward moving flow channels are being
encountered,the densityvariationbetween thesechannelsis
less than about 10%, unlessthese channelsare very large,
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on the order of a few Jovian radii, so that few boundaries
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Fig. 2. A plot of moment density(lower panel) and the percentagechangein densitysincethe measurementof the previous spectrum(upper panel) plottedversusdipole L.

they were present. For example,an emptyflux tube with a
radius equal to two gyroradii would be 80 km across,and
result in a biteout in the measured current 4 channels in

width. Dropoutsof this type clearly are not presentin the
data as shown by Figure 1. Larger flux tubes (distance
scales comparableto the integrationtime for obtaining a
spectrum)would result in large variationsin current levels
from specmam to spectrum and occasional large
discontinuitieswithin a spectrum. Again such effects axe
not observed. The only way to hide empty flux tubesfrom
our detectoris if they were much smallerthan 5 km, which
is much less than an ion gyroradius and physically
unreasonable,or to have them move past the spacecraftin
much less than the time required to complete a current
measurement. For an 80 km flux tube to move past the
spacecraft in 0.024 s (one tenth the resolution of the
instrument), it would need a speed of 3200 km/s, much
faster than the Alfvtn speed. Thus large variations in
density over time scales short compared to the PLS
resolution

are sampled. This limit is incompatible with both the
Pontius et al. [1986] and Summers and Siscoe [1985]
transportmodels.

can be ruled out.

Both transportmodels consideredhere predict outward
moving flux tubeswhich axemore densethan thosemoving
inwards, but neither the density difference nor the size of
the flux tubes has been determined. These transport
mechanismsthus predict that periodically the spacecraft
should move through more dense and less dense regions.
We attempt to place limits on the size of the density
variations allowed by the PLS observations. Clearly the
width of these flux tubes must be at least a few gyroradii,
corresponding to about 4 of our voltage windows.
Variationsin the measuredspectraon time scalesless than
this must result from other causes. As discussed above,

there is no systematicvariationin density over these time
scales. If the flux tubesare larger, one would expectto see
changesbetween spectra, and occasionalchangeswithin
spectra. A flux tube size of 0.1 Jovian radii implies a
boundarycrossingfrom inward to outward flow every 6
minutes,or every four spectra;larger flux tube sizeswould
imply proportionallylargertimes.

The plasma data from the Voyager plasma experiment
can be used to set limits on transportmodels in the Jovian
magnetosphere.We have found that models which require
density fluctuationsof more than about 10% over distance
scales of less than a few Jovian radii are not consistent with

the data. This rules out models such as that proposedby
Pontius et al. [1986] and Summers and Siscoe [1985] which

postulatethe interchangeof empty (or lessfull) and full flux
tubes under the assumptionthat the density per magnetic
flux remains constant.
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